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Introduction
By Shawn Micallef

The building at 140 Boulton Avenue is a perfectly Torontonian kind

of building. It’s the Toronto we know intimately because we walk by

this house, and its analogues, all over the city, every day, but rarely

pay them any attention; they really aren’t very pretty. There 140

Boulton sits, squat, ramshackle and dishevelled – like somebody

who’s been sleeping in the same clothes for days – on the corner by

busy Dundas Street, here little more than a traffic pipe for cars and

bikes travelling between the east and west sides of the Don River.

Few pay it any mind: it’s just one of the thousands of nondescript

buildings that make up the wallpaper of our city. Across the street

is the Boulton Parkette. It’s also the kind of parkette we like to keep

here in Toronto: its dishevelledness matches number 140, with bits

of trash blowing around, a rusting iron fence, a worn-out lawn and

some uneven interlocking brick. We don’t do the Tuileries in

Toronto; Paris can have that kind of finicky formal park space, our

city seems to say, but we don’t have time for such frivolity.

Deep down, though, we know we’re supposed to like pretty or

big things, so when we conjure up ‘Toronto’ in our mind’s eye we

probably think of the CN Tower, Casa Loma, the Air Canada Cen-

tre or maybe the panorama of downtown skyscrapers as we race

along the elevated Gardiner Expressway. We don’t think of ragtag

140 Boulton – it would never make it on to a Toronto postcard. But

this is the real Toronto. Those clichéed postcard images are at

odds, anyway, with how most of us live, on quotidian sidewalks and

neighbourhood streets that appear to be better- or worse-off rel-

atives of 140 Boulton. Toronto was never built for glory. As architect

Brigitte Shim says, the city was built ‘with sticks’: on the cheap,

quickly and humbly. Because we seem to look elsewhere all the

time in Toronto – to a shiny new part of the city, or one of our older

gems, or a possible future we might dream of – much of Toronto

passes  below our radar, even though we’re deep in the middle of

it every day.

We’re missing out, though. 140 Boulton, which you’ll see on

pages 10 and 11, is full of action and evolution, while the CN Tower

has hardly changed at all in thirty-five years. We can’t see the first

decades of 140 Boulton’s life, but we can see how this one structure

has, since 1980, morphed and adapted because Patrick Cummins

wandered by one day with his camera, stood in front of it, took a pic-

ture, and returned over and over to do it again. Back in 1980, 140

was a residential house, or at least it appeared to be one. It had fake

brick siding, the kind made out of the same rough material as roof

shingles. There was a little front window with the blind drawn, a

screen door with a newspaper stuck in the slightly fancy grillwork

underneath a metal awning. The narrow strip of dirt between side-

walk and house was fenced in and a little garden appears to be

tended to. It’s summertime, perhaps early in the season as the fo-

liage seems small, and the shadows are long and from the east. It’s

morning. Maybe that blind was about to go up and that paper read

over a coffee. Toronto daily life carried on, the cars on Dundas went

by, and only people like Cummins who pay attention to our in-

between spaces and places noticed.

Jump forward a few years to 1988, and 140 has radically

changed. Gone is the little garden; it’s been replaced by interlock-

ing brick (perhaps to match the parkette across the street). The 

little door and little window have been made much bigger, and the

fake brick siding replaced by vinyl or aluminum siding. The bars on

the windows suggest things got a little harder in the neighbour-

hood: a ladder stored across the front part of the roof and sign

reading Aaron & Greenbelt, General Contractor – Tree Removal – Roof-

ing – Sodding suggest a rapid transformation from residential to

commercial. More time passes and  another photo is taken that
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finds a sign in Chinese script has been added and the English sign

moved from the left to the right side of the building. The door has

been made smaller again and the bars have been removed from the

window so plants can hang there. This house should have been

built with Lego to make it easier for the owners to change their

minds. But times are better, perhaps, and business is good. A

decade later, in 1998, the wide front door returns and the window

is replaced with a garage door. The Chinese sign is gone, but a

miniature Chinese gate has been constructed on the roof where the

ladder once was. Sod AND soil are now available too. Pictures from

2002 (look, Dundas has a bike lane now!).and 2007 show 140’s

glory years, when gardens were planted, signs maintained and

business concerns continued prosperously. That gate on the roof

now frames a bigger sign for Aaron & Greenbelt, and graffiti in the

earlier picture has been painted over in the next. The Sod and Soil

sign is on the ground in one picture, back up in its place the next.

The flowers for sale out front suggest this enterprise is trying to

cater to gentrifying Leslieville’s beautification needs, but the For Sale

sign in 2007 suggests the end might be near. The final two pictures

from 2010 and 2012 show 140 more or less as we know it today (for

now, anyway), awaiting another wave of change.

Ugly? Maybe. Boring? Certainly not. Every change to the build-

ing is attached to a human narrative, small or large, and while we

can only infer what those stories are, there is something here. In

gym change rooms, people take off their clothes and their naked

bodies tell stories: scars from surgeries suggest horrific accidents,

foreign trauma, childhood appendicitis or maybe just a penchant

for too much deep-fried food. Our buildings – the civic body – can

be read the same way. Change happened at 140 Boulton and

across the city, and traces of the past can be seen over time, some

fading, some enduring. The ROM may have added a crystal and the

AGO a curved glass front, but across the city houses and storefronts

have been tweaked and added on to over the years and we’ve

barely noticed. Some of Cummins’s photos show additions and al-

terations to properties that required plans, professionals and some

money; others show do-it-yourself  repairs and slapdash aesthetics

done by people who would get an earful from those judgmental

people who host real-estate  reality shows on TV. 

As it turns out, the cliché is true: the only constant is change.

The city is never the same from day to day or decade to decade. Yet

most of us don’t notice the shifts because they happen in tiny

 increments on the periphery of our lives. It might be a new tree

planted in a yard that grows slowly over the years, or flowers some-

body added to the sill overnight. An addition someone puts on their

house may go up so slowly we don’t notice. Once it’s there, it’s just

there. Skyscrapers go up this way sometimes too: one day there’s

sky, and there are people’s homes up there the next. Storefronts

may switch almost overnight, and can alter the way we use the

street: a block with nothing that interests us can suddenly become

a centre in our lives if a café we like opens or a clothing store that

stocks the right kind of pants establishes itself. We’ll register that

kind of change for a little while, but then it eventually blends into

our daily patterns and it quickly feels like it was  always that way. We

get used to things and adapt to change, though nostalgia tries to

get us to hang on. But once change happens, the memories start

to fall out of our heads as the present fills up the space.

We often think that the city has always been more or less like it

is now, that change is a violent exception, but looking through

Cummins’s incredibly deep and wide archive of photos is a stunning

reminder of how cities are always changing, always in flux. Through

his photos, we can trace shifts in parking-meter fashion and awning

styles over time. Imagine having a button we could push while

standing somewhere in the city that would take us back in time a

little bit. Click again, and we go a little further back, just to see what
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was there, the stuff that mostly isn’t written about in the official his-

tory books: a vague memory of a shop that was once here or a

long-gone hairdresser there. These are fading ghosts on our men-

tal maps. The photos in Full Frontal T.O. do that, let us look back-

wards and along the streets that we know casually, and force us to

look a little deeper, read the landscape a little more carefully. Some

change is so slight that before-and-after pictures become like that

old Spot the Differences game. 

This is a book about two things. The first is people, their whims

and the choices they make, sometimes on the fly, in how our city

looks. They decide if the fence stays or go, if the windows will be

cheap or expensive, or if this part of the sidewalk is shaded and

green because they planted trees and shrubs or if it’s a concrete

runway. The other thing this book is about is the economy of a city.

Not Bay Street, though that’s certainly a cousin, but rather the

economy of neighbourhoods and how it ebbs and flows, knocked

around by real-estate ululations, population flows and taste, and,

yes, whether or not things are all right over on Bay Street. Some-

times the economy is stagnant, but other times it moves at the

speed of a subway, as stores and restaurants change, seemingly

overnight, to fit whatever the economy of the moment can afford.

The relentless flux highlighted in this book’s time-capsule nature

makes you appreciate those things that have managed to last more

than a few years.

All good cities have had photographers whose work  explores its

streets and buildings, telling stories along the way to help us figure

out what that place is all about. New York had Weegee, who carried

his big box camera deep into the Manhattan nights to catch cars

smashed into poles and fists smashed into faces and the  occasional

paddy wagon full of transvestites rounded up in the bad old days

when busting the kinds of human activity that had to hide out in

bars after midnight was routine. Along the way, his black-and-

white shots helped create the idea that the sirens were always

screaming in New York. Western cities had photographers like Ed

Ruscha snapping every building on the Sunset Strip in Los Angeles

and Stan Douglas in Vancouver documenting every building on 100

West Hastings; they both delivered an idea of the expansive urban

west with big signs and wide sidewalks. Then there is Paris, a city

that has come to be the ideal of beautiful urbanism. Soon after

photography  became the dominant medium,  Eugène Atget wan-

dered Parisian streets, capturing city life and architecture, images

that were exported around the world so that Paris lived in every-

body’s imagination, even people who would never visit. But Paris

is easy to love.

Rough-and-tumble Toronto has Patrick Cummins, who has also

wandered the city, in this case for decades, with camera in hand,

first film and later digital. The human bodies that appear in his

photos are incidental; the focus here is on the stories people in

Toronto tell with the buildings they build. What sets this work apart

is time. Cummins didn’t just wander through the city once; he sys-

tematically returns to the same buildings or blocks, over and over,

standing in the exact same spot, taking the same photo. Sometimes

when he returns there are too many people out front, or a car or

truck is in the way, so he has to come back another time. Rush

hour is a good time to capture some of the main streets because

parking isn’t allowed then, but residential streets are trickier. There

are cars in some of the photos, but that they don’t dominate is 

testament to Cummins’s persistent pursuit of his full-frontal treat-

ment with as little distraction as possible. By mostly removing 

people from these photos, he allows us instead to see the things

people do, and what they leave behind. Some changes are con-

founding, and others tell us a lot about how neighbourhoods have

changed, ethnically or economically. These photos remain the
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story of the people of Toronto, even if we can’t see most of them.

Full Frontal T.O. shows how old Toronto has been dragged into

the present day. Throughout these photos, the particular pre-war

Toronto typology is evident. In an early study of what made Toronto

Toronto – long before the city’s own insistent navel gaze found on

local blogs and in magazines – the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis

turned over a 1978 issue of Design Quarterly to Toronto architects

George Baird and Barton Myers, who looked, in part, at how this

 typology came about. They noticed that large estate lots, often

with a manor house and grounds, from the mid-1800s until the

 Edwardian era, were divided in a way that gave Toronto the look we

know today. Of this subdividing they wrote, ‘the typical lot has a

characteristic shape – long and narrow; a characteristic width –

usually not narrower than 20, nor wider than 50 feet; and a char-

acteristic depth – usually between 100 and 150 feet.’ They went on

to  describe the typical building erected on these sites: ‘long and

narrow, front facing to the street, with service to the rear, and not

less than two nor more than three stories high, excluding the base-

ment.’ This is the Toronto that was repeated, street by street, and it’s

the Toronto Cummins found on his walks.

You can start reading this book anywhere; there is no beginning or

end. It isn’t an exhaustive study of the city but rather the kind of ran-

dom selection you’d find if you started a walk anywhere in the city

(and had access to a time machine). The photos that follow are laid

out in different ways. Some are shots of a single building or a row

of buildings,  going back in time – pictures move chronologically in

columns, like you’d read a newspaper. Some pages show a block of

buildings that were at one point identical; it’s fascinating to see how

radically different some are now. And some pages show a collection

of typologies, including dead stores, functioning variety stores,

Gothic and DIY cottages, semi- detached housing and garages.

The best way to discover the city is without a map, so there isn’t one

here either. It isn’t laid out by street, by neighbourhood, by what’s

beautiful or by what’s ugly. It’s more fun this way, so start at the

photo after these words, or open the book anywhere. It’s all Toronto.

Along the way you’ll start to see that Toronto, indeed, has a look

of its own, and maybe this landscape we’ve been ignoring for so

long, yearning for something more traditionally beautiful, is a gift

to the city. The Toronto vernacular is a utilitarian, street-level mash

of different iterations of classic Victorian,  Edwardian and a few

other styles of architecture, a kind of physical slang version all our

own – identical buildings that, over time, have all changed in their

own unique ways. Toronto’s workaday buildings, we see here, have

a nearly inexhaustible capacity for change, to adapt to new needs –

they aren’t too precious to resist alteration. The ‘sticks’ that Brigitte

Shim mentioned are  secretly resilient and robust, a plain, ordinary,

everyday base to try new things. This is not to say we should stop

craving beauty, whatever that is, but the vast parts of this city of het-

erogeneous streetscapes with buildings that don’t match at all but

seem to get along next door to one another let people do their thing

and come up with new ideas. The past here in Toronto isn’t as

heavy a weight as it is in other places whose greatest days are

 behind them, where the architecture is forever reminding every-

body of those days. In Toronto, our architecture and infrastructure

are forever trying to catch up to the city we have become. Wherever

your eye lands in these photos, our heretofore nondescript streets

have much to look at, whether it’s comparing photos of the same

place taken at different times or investigating a block facade by

 facade. This is the Toronto we know and have known, even if we

 didn’t know it.
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140 Boulton Avenue

1980

1988

1998

1999
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2002

2007

2010

2012
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447–457 Bathurst Street

1997
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Along the tougher length of Bathurst south of Davenport, there are signs of a genteel Victorian past that has been overrun by the heavy traffic.

House facades have  become tough and thicker, like the face of a person who has smoked his whole life. The stretch between College and Queen

has a particularly hard urban quality. In this stretch, like on many arterial roads across the city, residential streets have become retail shops, with

fronts that have busted out to meet the sidewalk. Here, though, the market gives little concern about architectural purity, and gingerbread peaks

are blocked by aluminium-sided boxes and do-it-yourself railings, and cheap trim replaces craftsman details on these homes. But the arched tops

to all the windows are original and remain largely consistent, even as the siding changes and glass is replaced: the bones, they’re solid.

2009
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Drivers ripping down Richmond approaching

Bathurst don’t have their eye on this Gothic cottage

beauty on the north side; they’re thinking of making

the light and getting to the Gardiner. This cottage

has quietly watched the traffic go by and its once-

dowdy, light-industrial neighbours become art gal-

leries. Change here was subtle until the siding was

added; trees got fatter, doors were replaced. 

618 Richmond Street West
1988

1998
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